
screamin’ sicilian:
the mo the better 

campaign/brand style guide



welcome to screamin’ sicilian: 
the mo the better

Stone-fired butter crust? Check.
Rich, secret tomato sauce? Check
Ridiculous amounts of cheese and toppings? Check, yeah! 
A mustache. Check … what?!

Hey, our mouthwatering ingredients aren’t the only unmatched 
things about Screamin’ Sicilian premium craft pizza. We’re also 
the only one with a “mo.” People often call us the mustache pizza. 
And we’re not offended one bit. We own the mo, every bit of that 
flavor saver. So buckle up and open that pie hole of yours. The 
mo is about to make the good times deliciously better.



persona statement
Our brand belief: Our premium craft pizza makes the good times better.

We describe ourselves as: fun, irreverent, bold, open-minded and energetic.

It’s important we’re seen as: confident, energetic, competent, knowledgeable and 
fun.

We’re like: The friend who is always up for a good time. He doesn’t try too hard and 
doesn’t mind spending time outside his comfort zone. He gets the party started and 
includes everyone in the fun. He tells it like it is but is never mean or rude. Like our 
toppings, he can be a little extra, but he has a good intentions and is well-liked by 
everyone who knows him.



what is voice + tone?
What’s the difference between voice and tone? Think of it this way: Voice 
doesn’t change much from day to day, but tone changes all the time.

This document explains our voice and tone and includes style and 
language guardrails when writing copy for social media, the website, 
marketing materials and other related corporate communication.

Most importantly, we need to be consistent and clear in the way we 
communicate.



While the Screamin’ Sicilian brand 
voice stays consistent, the tone can 
change depending on audience, 
occasion and context. It is a subset of 
voice. Though the brand has one 
voice, tone can be adjusted to 
refine communication.

VOICE
Fun-loving

Playful
Irreverent

Bold
Confident

TONE
Informal

Informational
Celebratory

Excited

VOICE VS. TONE



barometer
Masculine

Conversational

Approachable

Playful

Personal (I)

Inspirational

Grounded 

Plainspoken

Feminine

Formal

Detached

Serious

Collective (we)

Informational

Imaginative

Jargon



our voice is….

Fun… not frivolous

Irreverent… not mean

Masculine… not sexist

Energetic… not manic

Intentional… not forced

Bold… not brash



we will….

Leverage “mo" as a reference to our renowned mustache 
as well as “more."

Avoid being overly brash or shocking. Language should 
never overshadow the message about our great pizza.

Be consistent across our communications.

Be casual yet intentional. All communication should sound 
conversational without losing focus on the message.



the final slice

VOICE

Fun-loving
Playful
Bold

Confident

LANGUAGE

Playful
Lively
Casual

Assertive

TONE

Energetic
Celebratory

Informational
Informal

PURPOSE

Entertain
Differentiate

Inform
Excite














